Sanjay
Lonely
Storyboards

Sanjay at get together with friends
Everyone around him seems to be having
a good time except him.

Sanjay leaves party as a young
lady enters. We feel a connection
between the two of them.

MC of friends having a drink
we will also include oceans spray
cranberry in this shot.

Sanjay thinks about going back into the
party to talk to the young lady but decides
not to.

Girl tries to hug Sanjay but he is not interested.

The next day Sanjay sees the same young lady
sitting by herself in a coffee shop.

As Sanjay is about to enter the coffee
Shop to introduce himself , he runs in to
an old friend. But while that is happening
the young lady exits the coffee shop.

Sanjay’s reacts when he realizes she has
left .

Sanjay takes sometime to think about the
situation.

Sanjay sees the female yet again this
time he sees her entering a dance studio
and decides to go after her.

Sanjay enters a room which allows him to see the young lady
practice her dance routine but what appears to be regular glass separates them .

As Sanjay looks on we see the young lady unable She heads over to the cooler and grabs
To get a particular move, frustrated she decides
an oceans spray cranberry juice that
To take a break .
seems to calm her down.

We see her walk to the glass and at this point
We think she sees Sanjay and they are having
A moment.

She resumes dancing but this time she gets it
right.

However we realize that it is simply a part
Sanjay is disappointed as it reminds him
of the choreography and it’s a one sided mirror of his loneliness.
That separated the two. Sanjay could see her
But she was not able to see him

